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Introduction 

The World Customs Organization (WCO) is an inter-governmental organization 

that specializes in customs aspects with the aim of enhancing the effectiveness and 

efficiency of Customs administrations.  Currently, the Organization has 183 Members 

internationally.  The WCO divides its large membership into 6 regions and each region 

has its own regional bodies to deal with the core Customs subjects, e.g. Customs 

enforcement and capacity building on Customs competences.   

In the area of capacity building, the regional bodies were developed under the 

WCO Regional Capacity Building Strategy, which aims to promote the sharing among 

neighboring countries of ideas and actions to achieve regional objectives. This 

includes economic growth and social development, and to ensure effectual allocation 

of resources and support via the regional bodies to respond best to regional and 

national capacity building needs.  The Regional Offices for Capacity Building (ROCBs) 

and the Regional Training Centres (RTCs) are the two main regional entities for 

capacity building.  The key roles of ROCBs include giving support to Members in the 

capacity building needs assessment process and coordinating the capacity building 

activities in the respective region.  The RTCs focus on bringing specialist training 

closer to the end-users through the development of regional training expertise and 

the expansion of the blended learning network.  In addition, to cope with 

the emerging needs of acquiring knowledge in certain customs fields, other 

specialized regional entities also provide technical assistance and professional 

knowledge transfer for Members.  These institutes include the Regional 

Customs Laboratory (RCL) and the Regional Dog Training Centre (RDTC) which 

are specialized in providing training and information sharing on chemical analysis 

of goods for classification and trade controls and on canine operation in the fight 

against illicit trafficking respectively.   
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Background 

At the 11th WCO Capacity Building Committee (CBC) held in March 2020, the 

latest draft of the revised WCO Capacity Building Strategy was presented to Members 

which not only advocates a more targeted and coordinated capacity building 

approach, but also emphasizes the importance of a regional approach in achieving 

success for all stakeholders.  Moreover, the 5th Global Meeting of Regional Capacity 

Building Structures held back-to-back with the CBC attempted to expand the meeting 

participants to include the representatives from RCLs and RDTCs.   

The Asia/Pacific (A/P) region is renowned as the most active region among all 

WCO regions in the domain of capacity building through vital coordination and 

cooperation not only between Members but also the regional entities.  To further 

promote the coherence and synergy of capacity building resources and 

the unwavering effort pursued by each entity in the region, the WCO Asia/Pacific 

Regional Office for Capacity Building (ROCB A/P) publishes the brochure of the WCO 

Capacity Building Entities in Asia/Pacific Region.  The brochure, intended to be 

used as reference material, provides the general background and overview of the 

ROCB A/P, each RTC, RCL and RDTC, accompanied by photos of training 

facilities and equipment used at the training institutes/laboratories.  It is expected 

that colleagues in the Customs community will have a better understanding of the 

operations of all these regional training bodies.  For those colleagues who have not 

yet had a chance to visit the institutes, they will be able to view general images 

of the facilities and equipment that are used in the training, as well as be a good 

reference for improving Members training facilities also.  This brochure is considered 

to be a living document that will be maintained and updated as the respective 

regional body regard necessary. 
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Office for  
Capacity Building (ROCB A/P) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Date/Year established: 

28 September 2004 

Location: 

Thai Customs Department, G/F, 120 Years 

Building, Sunthornkosa Road, Klongtoey, 

Bangkok 10110, Thailand 

Photo 1: Location of ROCB A/P 
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Main functions/services provided: 

The primary role of the ROCB A/P is to develop and coordinate capacity-

building activities for the Members within the WCO A/P region, in order to promote 

and support the implementation of WCO objectives at a regional level.   

In close cooperation with other regional bodies and donors and under the 

supervision and guidance of the WCO Secretariat, the Regional Vice-Chair and the 

respective Directors General in the region, the ROCB A/P provides services on capacity 

building to A/P Members in the following four areas: 

(1) Support the implementation of WCO conventions, instruments, 

and tools 

There are WCO instruments and tools on core Customs subjects. Ranging from 

supply chain security, trade facilitation, revenue collection and protection, 

enforcement ability and organizational development.  Based on the Members’ 

capacity building needs and requests, the ROCB A/P coordinates with other regional 

capacity building entities to organize regional, sub-regional and national workshops 

Photo 2: Group photo of ROCB A/P 
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on these subjects with a view to assisting and enhancing Members’ capacity to fulfill 

their obligations as well as carry out their reforms and modernization programs. 

(2) Further enhance 

collaboration with 

development partners 

The ROCB A/P works closely 

with development partners such as 

Association of Southeast Asian 

Nations (ASEAN), Asia Development 

Bank (ADB), United Nations 

Economic and Social Commission for 

Asia and Pacific (UNESCAP). This 

collaborative approach is critical to 

maintain continued cooperation and 

secure quality support to A/P 

Members through joint activities or 

the exchange of experts at the 

organized workshops or capacity 

building events. 

(3) Improve needs analysis, planning, delivery, and management of 

capacity building activities  

Every year the ROCB A/P conducts the “Capacity Building Needs Survey” 

aiming to gather information on customs development, capacity building needs and 

priorities of the A/P Members.   With the support of this invaluable information, the 

ROCB A/P is able to develop its comprehensive Strategic Actions Plan and Annual 

Photo 3: Conference Room 

Photo 4: Greeting area 
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Work Plan on the regional capacity building activities in close cooperation with WCO 

Capacity Building Directorate (CBD) especially the Regional Development manager 

(RDM).  The ROCB A/P also maintains active partnership with the Members and the 

RTCs in order to deliver and manage the workshops more effectively. 

(4) Enhance communication and information sharing among 

Members   

Recognizing 

the importance of 

sharing updated and 

useful information in 

the course of customs 

reforms and 

modernization, the 

ROCB A/P utilizes 

different forms of 

communication tools to strengthen the ties between A/P Members and promote the 

new ideas of or tools for organizational or structural development.  The 

communication tools include, the ROCB A/P website (www.rocb-ap.org), the quarterly 

ROCB A/P E-newsletter, the ROCB A/P Annual Report and the Good Practice Reports 

on specific customs techniques.   

      

Photo 5: 17th Meeting of Heads of RTCs in Korea 

Photo 6 & 7: ROCB A/P Office 

http://www.rocb-ap.org/
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Key deliverables: 

(1) Annual Needs Assessment Survey 

Every January/February, ROCB A/P work together with Japan Customs to 

conduct the “Capacity Building Needs Survey” with all A/P Members to collect their 

inputs on the customs environment in their home administrations, current or 

expected challenges, technical assistance needs and the priorities of these assistance 

and needs.  The analysis result is available for Members’ information in every 

March/April and it is indeed a very reliable source for the planning of regional capacity 

building activities. 

(2) Capacity building activities organized 

To enhance Members’ knowledge, abilities and skills and improve their 

institutional structures and processes, the ROCB A/P coordinates and cooperates with 

the RTCs, RCLs and RDTC to organize various regional, sub-regional or national 

workshops.  At the workshops, Members are not only introduced to newly developed 

WCO instruments and tools but are also able to share good practices in various 

Customs operations in dealing with challenges they face. 

Photo 8: ROCB A/P staff meeting 
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(3) Foster the pool of WCO Accredited Customs Experts (ACEs) 

The WCO ACEs are the experienced Customs professionals who have 

undertaken expert training on specific Customs subjects provided by the WCO.  They 

are the main resource persons at the WCO workshops.  ROCB A/P works closely with 

the WCO CBD in organizing the ACE Accreditation Workshops for the A/P region and 

also works with A/P Members to nominate knowledgeable and qualified Customs 

officials to become ACEs.  ROCB A/P also endeavors to liaise with the WCO to mobilize 

the A/P ACEs within the region for the sake of fostering collective efforts and mutual 

assistance among the regional Members for continued Customs development. 

(4) Follow-up actions questionnaire 

The ROCB A/P conducts the “Questionnaire on the Follow-Up Actions taken 

after the participation in the WCO Regional/Sub-regional Workshop” to evaluate the 

impact that the WCO capacity building programs has had on the performance of the 

regional Member administrations in terms of work efficiency and effectiveness as well 

as organizational development.  In the questionnaire, 

workshop participants are asked to provide 

information on the follow-up actions, such as sharing 

training materials with colleagues and conducting in-

house training sessions that they have delivered at 

their home administrations 6 months after the 

respective workshops.   

(5) Customs Good Practice Report 

Among various forms of communication tools 

provided by the ROCB A/P, the Customs Good 

Practice Report is the most beneficial to Members in 

Photo 9: Customs Good Practice Report 
on Follow-up Action taken after the WCO 
A/P Regional / Sub-regional Workshops 

FY 2018/19 
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the course of customs reform and modernization.  Each Customs Good Practice 

Report is focused on a single specific customs technique and contains not only the 

respective international standards or guidelines but also the best practices 

implementing in the Member administrations contributed.   As of July 2020, there are 

21 Customs Good Practice Reports, covering topics on Computer Forensics, AEO, 

Training Management and Follow-up Actions Survey, etc., complied by the ROCB A/P 

in collaboration with the contributing Members. 

Staffing: 
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Contact point: 

A/P Members Responsible officer / 
Title 

Contact 

All Mr. Norikazu 
KURAMOTO / Head 

Email: 
norikazu.kuramoto@rocbap.org 

Tel: +66 2 667 6017 

Afghanistan, China, 
Hong Kong, China, 
Iran, Japan, Korea, 
Macao China, 
Mongolia, Pakistan 

Mr. IIkwon HAN, 
Gideon / Program 
Manager 

Email: gideonhan@rocbap.org 

Tel: +66 2 667 6542 

Australia, Fiji, New 
Zealand, Papua New 
Guinea, Samoa, 
Timor-Leste, Tonga, 
Vanuatu 

Dr. TONG Hua /  

Program Manager 

Email: tonghua@rocbap.org 

Tel: +66 2 667 6539 

Bangladesh, Bhutan, 
India, Maldives, 
Nepal, Sri Lanka 

Ms. Yuko MAMIYA / 
Program Manager 

Email: 
yuko.mamiya@rocbap.org 

Tel: +66 2 667 6018 

Brunei Darussalam, 
Cambodia, 
Indonesia, Lao PDR, 
Malaysia, 
Philippines, 
Singapore, Thailand, 
Union of Myanmar, 
Vietnam 

Ms. Chloe AU /  

Program Manager 

Email: chloeau@rocbap.org 

Tel: +66 2 667 6552 

mailto:norikazu.kuramoto@rocbap.org
mailto:gideonhan@rocbap.org
mailto:tonghua@rocbap.org
mailto:yuko.mamiya@rocbap.org
mailto:chloeau@rocbap.org
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  Ms. Pavida BOONMUN 
/ Assistant Program 
Manager 

Email: maypavida@rocbap.org  

Tel: +66 2 667 5921 

  Ms. Jatearpa 
BENJAPHONG /  
Program Coordinator 

Email: jatearpa@rocbap.org 

Tel: +66 2 667 6777 

  Ms. Vareemon 
CHAIRUNGSRILER /  
Program Coordinator 

Email: vareemon@rocbap.org 

Tel: +66 2 667 7026 

  Ms. Pattarapak 
NOPNAKEEPONG /  
Program Coordinator 

Email: pattarapak@rocbap.org  
Tel: +66 2 667 5921 

 
  

mailto:maypavida@rocbap.org
mailto:jatearpa@rocbap.org
mailto:vareemon@rocbap.org
mailto:pattarapak@rocbap.org
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Training Centre in 
China 

 
Shanghai Customs College (SCC) 

 

 
Brief Introduction 

Shanghai Customs College 

(SCC) was formerly known as 

Shanghai Customs School (SCS), 

which was founded in 1953. SCS was 

upgraded as Shanghai Customs 

School with the approval of the State 

Council in May 1980 and renamed 

Shanghai Customs Advanced School 

in April 1996 with the approval of the State Education Commission. In March 2007, 

SCC was established as a full-time regular institution of higher education with the 
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approval of the Ministry of Education, starting a new chapter in the cause of higher 

education on customs. In December 2012, SCC was designated by the Academic 

Degrees Committee of the State Council as a pilot institution with bachelor’s degree 

conferring authority under the Talents Development Program for National Special 

Needs and began to offer graduate programs. In May 2018, SCC was approved as a 

master’s degree conferring institution with two graduate programs, Public 

Administration and Taxation. In the same year, the Customs Administration program 

was recognized as meeting the 

PICARD Professional Standards 

developed by the World Customs 

Organization (WCO).  

At present, SCC has 8 schools 

(departments), including School of 

Customs and Public Administration, 

School of Customs and Public 

Economics, School of Business 

Administration and Customs Affairs, 

Department of Customs Laws, 

Department of Customs and Foreign 

Languages, Department of Public 
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Education, School of Marxism and Department of Inspection and Quarantine 

Technology Exchanges, with 9 undergraduate programs, including Customs 

Administration, Public Administration, Logistics Management, Auditing, International 

Business, Taxation, Applied Statistics, Laws and English as well as 2 graduate programs, 

Public Administration and Taxation, under 4 disciplines, management, economics, 

laws and literature.   

To serve the field of customs and 

society, SCC is committed to cultivating 

practical, versatile, foreign-oriented and 

high-caliber personnel specialized in 

customs administration, port logistics and 

international business while actively 

devoting itself to customs-related 

theoretical research and international 

exchanges. SCC is also responsible for 

further education, knowledge updating and 

training of middle-level and senior officials 

in the customs system. In response to the 

requirements of WCO as well as the needs 

of countries in the Asia-Pacific region, SCC also provides training to customs 

personnel from the region and undertakes international obligations. Aiming at 

turning itself into a first-class institution of higher education with customs 

characteristics and international influence to serve national strategies, SCC proactively 

follows through with customs reform and development and tries to contribute more 

to new customs with socialist characteristics in the new era.  
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SCC is situated in Pudong New Area, Shanghai, covering an area of 521 mu. It 

boasts modern teaching buildings, a library, advanced ATM campus network as well 

as classrooms furnished with multimedia equipment according to the requirement of 

the Ministry of Education. A sound learning and living environment is ensured for the 

students with facilities such as digital reading rooms, audiovisual rooms, a building 

for recreational activities, tennis courts, a swimming center, and a sports stadium. 

 

SCC now has 2,568 students, including 78 master’s degree candidates in 

Taxation and 47 master’s degree candidates in Public Administration. With the spirit 

of being patriotic, tenacious, open-minded, and learned, SCC attaches great 

importance to the all-round development of the students with comprehensive 

qualities education and paramilitary management throughout the whole process of 

talents cultivation. Led by disciplinary construction in order to pursue education for 
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all-round development with moral education at its core, SCC always focuses on 

teaching, scientific research and training, fosters students’ practical ability and 

innovation spirit, promotes their individual development and comprehensively 

improves talents cultivation by shifting the philosophy on education, intensifying 

education reform and innovating the model of talents cultivation 

China Customs Xiamen Education and Training Center 

 
Introduction of RTC China (Xiamen) 

China Customs Xiamen 

Education and Training Center, 

which is established by China 

Customs, locates in Xiamen, a 

southeastern city of Fujian 

Province. Xiamen is a famous 

harbor city and one of the five 

special economic zones in China. 

Thanks to the subtropical island climate, its annual average temperature is about 
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20.8℃, which creates an evergreen landscape and flowers blooming all year round. 

For its abundant tourism resources, developed export-oriented economy, convenient 

traffic and active international exchanges, Xiamen is one of the best cities to host 

international customs training programs. 

China Customs Xiamen Education and Training Center is located in Gulangyu 

– a none-motor island with fresh air and beautiful sceneries which make it an ideal 

destination for both traveling and living. Gulangyu is also considered an intersection 

of multicultural. With a large number of Chinese and western historical buildings, the 

island is honored as “the Museum of International Architecture” and enjoys a fame of 

“the Sea Garden” in the meantime. Now the island has been nominated to UNESCO 

as a candidate for World Cultural 

Heritage List Year 2017.The Center 

was built on the former site of 

Xiamen Imperial Maritime 

Customs Service Administration 

established in mid-19th century. 

The favorable location not only 

endows the Center with a bird's-eye view of the island, a short distance to the hot 

scenic spots, but also a delightful insular serenity. Furthermore, it would only take 

about 10 minutes by ferry to reach Downtown Xiamen. The convenient transportation 

enables the flexibility of the stay in the Center. 

The Center occupies a floor area of 15,100 square meters, which makes it the 

biggest customs Center in south-eastern China, and came into service on May 18th, 

2001. There are 5 training rooms and conference rooms of different size with a 

capacity of 343 seats. The largest conference room, Wuzhou Conference Hall, 

accommodates up to 178 seats. The Center also offers 165 beds of 96 rooms in 
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different kind, 300 seats of Chinese and western restaurants, base-wide Internet, and 

electrified education devices. 

 

Also, the Center established a tight cooperative teaching and training 

mechanism with Xiamen University and Shanghai Customs College to cultivate and 

transport capable customs officers with customs-related knowledge and translation 

& interpretation skills, covered several languages including  English, French, Russian, 

German, Japanese and Korean, for various worldwide customs cooperation and 

communication events. The Center is mainly responsible for organizing meetings and 

trainings of employment of China Customs officers and promotion of customs ranks, 

supervision, technology, risk management and international cooperation and 

exchanges. 

 
Since 2010, around 180 events of trainings and conferences have been held by 

the Center with 8011 person-time participants received, including the international 

(and regional) trainings and exchange activities for Sino-Russian Customs, Customs 

Attaches Club, and Mainland-Hong Kong/Macau Customs. The success of the 
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holdings was highly recognized by the participants and also enriched the Center’s 

experience in organizing international conferences and trainings. 

In July 2017, the World 

Customs Organization (WCO) Council 

Session formally approved of setting 

up the WCO Asia-Pacific Training 

Center (Xiamen) at China Customs 

Xiamen Education and Training Center. 

In order to better fulfill the obligations 

of the WCO Asia-Pacific Training Center, the following measures have been taken by 

China Customs Xiamen Education and Training Center. 

First, carry out trainings of faculty targeted in WCO main business areas, for 

example, the implementation of trade facilitation, single window, intellectual property 

protection, classification and price evaluation, origin, AEO and so on; second, build 

customs operation practical training center, including free trade zone construction, 

bonded exhibition, cross-border e-commerce supervision, intellectual property 

protection, etc.; third, refine the database and improve the infrastructure construction 

of conference rooms; fourth, forwardly hold international customs training and 

exchange activities such as WCO. Since last July, it has held 9 international 

conferences, training and exchange activities including the WCO “Single Window” 

certified classes of experts and received 166 international customs officials and friends 

from 30 countries. 

In July 2018, the third meeting of the BRICS Customs Cooperation Committee 

formally approved of setting up the BRICS Customs Training Center (Xiamen) on the 

basis of WCO Asia-Pacific Training Center (Xiamen). Since then, China Customs 
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Xiamen Education and Training Center has become the only “double center” for China 

Customs to obtain the dual certification by WCO and BRICS customs. 

After transforming into the WCO Asia-Pacific Training Center and the BRICS 

Customs Training Center (Xiamen), China Customs Xiamen Education and Training 

Center will earnestly fulfill the customs international exchange and training duties 

endowed by WCO and BRICS Customs, and continuously expand the platform for 

exchanges and cooperation between WCO members and the BRICS customs. 

Moreover, China Customs Xiamen Education and Training Center will make greater 

contribution to strengthening the international cooperation and exchanges of 

customs, sharing the advanced concepts and experiences of the customs of various 

countries, jointly improving the global customs governance, and promoting the safety 

and convenience of world trade! 

Contact point 

- Mr. CONG Yuhao, President of Shanghai Customs College, email: 

congyuhao@shcc.edu.cn  

-    Mrs. WANG Liying, Director of International Cooperation Department, SCC, email:  

wangliying@shcc.edu.cn  

-    Mr. LI Nan, email: linan@shcc.edu.cn 

  

mailto:congyuhao@shcc.edu.cn
mailto:wangliying@shcc.edu.cn
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Training Centre in 
Fiji 

 
Name of the institute 

FRCS RTC (Fiji Revenue and 

Customs Regional Training Center) 

 
Date/ Year established 

Established in August 20th, 2012 

 
Location  

Building 3, level 2 of Fiji Revenue 

and Customs Service Complex 

Corner of Ratu Sukuna Road & 

Queen Elizabeth Drive 

Nasese, Suva, Fiji. 

 
Main functions/services provided  

Fiji RTC caters for capacity building programs and events for trainings, 

seminars, meetings, workshops and other events for staff of the Fiji Revenue and 

Customs Service and guests from organizations in Fiji and the Asia/Pacific region. The 

RTC hosts these events in co-operation with our local and international partners who 

co-organize and co-fund these events. 

The FRCS also utilizes the RTC for in-house training and other events. The 

trainings are in line with the Annual Training Plan which is determined based on 

Training Needs Analysis conducted with all staff of FRCS. 
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Training facilities and equipment 

Along with its unique sea view location, the main building consists of three (3) 

training rooms, a computer lab which is equipped with computers and projection 

tools, a nearby sick bay for emergency usage as well as meeting rooms for group 

discussions. 
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Specific information of training facilities is as follows: 

Training Room 1 Inbuilt projectors 

25 seats with rectangular study tables 

Multimedia 

White screen & Board 

Lectern 

Stand and portable mics 

LAN Internet & Wireless Internet (WIFI) 

Training Room 2 Inbuilt projectors 

25 seats with rectangular study tables 

Multimedia 

White screen & Board 

Lectern 

Stand and portable mics 

LAN Internet & Wireless Internet (WIFI) 

Training Room 3 Inbuilt projectors 

25 seats with rectangular study tables 

Multimedia 

White screen & Board 

Lectern 

Stand and portable mics 

LAN Internet & Wireless Internet (WIFI) 

Computer Lab Inbuilt projectors 

Computers 
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White screen & Board 

Lectern 

Stand and portable mics 

LAN Internet & Wireless Internet (WIFI) 

Meeting Rooms Inbuilt projectors 

White board 

 
Training capacity 

• Training Rooms (1, 2 & 3); 75 seats. These training rooms can be setup in various 

configurations according to the requirements of the event being organized. The 

three training rooms can also be combined into a single room. 

• Computer lab - 19 seats 

• Meeting room - 10 seats 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Accommodation Capacity 

FRCS does not have an accommodation facility; however, FRCS will provide 

advice and assist in booking accommodation in Suva City.  
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Other information 

RTC Fiji promotes Customs reforms in the region and enhances Customs 

proficiency by strengthening the capacity and capability of officials from across the 

Pacific islands. 

We are grateful for the co-operation with the WCO, ROCB, OCO and our other 

international partners who we have collaborated with in the past to organize trainings 

and seminars in the Fiji RTC. We look forward to continue the ongoing partnership 

with the new focus and mode of training post-COVID19. We also look forward to 

welcoming our visitors back to Fiji for face-to-face training when the time is right. 

 
Contact point 

- Technical-capability@frcs.org.fj  

- George Mow +679 9926652,  gmow@frcs.org.fj  

- Akshay Kumar +679 9980250, akumar006@frcs.org.fj  

 

  

mailto:Technical-capability@frcs.org.fj
mailto:gmow@frcs.org.fj
mailto:akumar006@frcs.org.fj
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Training Centre in  
Hong Kong, China 

 
Hong Kong Customs College (HKCC) 

 

 
Brief of Hong Kong Customs College 

Hong Kong Customs College (HKCC), 

formerly known as Customs and Excise Training 

School (CETS), was commissioned in 1974.  It 

provides training for new recruits and serving staff 

enabling them to have a thorough understanding 

of customs work and procedures.  It is also a 

Regional Training Centre (RTC) in the Asia-Pacific 

Region accredited by the World Customs 

Organization.   

Photo 1: Parade Ground 

Photo 2: Climbing Wall 
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With an area of 40 000 m2, HKCC 

has various training facilities including 

Auditorium, Meeting Rooms, Classrooms, 

IT Centre, Teaching Resource Centre, 

Learning Resource Centre, Multi-function 

Hall, Firing Range, Parade Ground, 

Outdoor Sportsground, Fitness Room, 

Swimming Pool, Soccer Pitch, Abseiling 

and Sports Climbing facilities, Trainee 

Dormitories, Professional Development 

Training Block (PDTB), etc.  The PDTB 

completed in 2013 provides a venue for 

conducting practical and simulated 

exercises in connection with the induction 

training of new recruits and vocational training of serving staff.  Its training facilities 

include Vehicle Search cum Cargo 

Examination Area, Mock Bilge, Mock 

Customs Arrival Hall, Simulated 

Shooting Ranges, Mock Residential 

Unit, Video Interview Room, 

Identification Parade Room and Mock 

Court. Currently, HKCC can 

accommodate 350 new recruits to undergo 

residential training at any one time. 

 

Photo 3: Multi-function Hall 

Photo 4: Swimming Pool 

Photo 5: Outdoor Sportsground 
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Structured training programme is 

adopted to provide specifically designed 

training to meet the training needs of 

Inspectorate and Customs Officer Grade 

officers at different stages of their Customs 

career.  Induction courses are provided to 

new recruits to equip them with the 

fundamental knowledge and skills for the work in the frontline.  Post-tied Functional 

Development Courses are provided to 

officers at the early stage of their career 

to strengthen their knowledge and skills 

in performing the Customs core duties.  

Specialized training courses are provided 

to officers to further enhance their 

professionalism in Customs enforcement 

work. 

 
Since January 2019, being the nurturing 

ground for all officers of the Customs and 

Excise Service, HKCC has been accredited by 

the Hong Kong Council for Accreditation of 

Academic and Vocational Qualifications as an 

operator competent to operate accredited 

learning programmes under the Hong Kong 

Qualifications Framework (QF).  

For the Inspector Induction Course, it is a 31-week residential course with a 

comprehensive training programme covering an introduction to the organisation and 

Photo 6: IT Centre 

Photo 7: Mock Bilge 

Photo 8: Firing Range 
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functions of the Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region and 

Customs and Excise Department, Customs techniques and procedures, legal training 

and legislation, social and psychological studies in law enforcement, service 

management, leadership skills, Putonghua, foot drill, firearms training, use of force, 

etc.  Starting from 1 January 2019, the Inspector Induction Course has become an 

accredited programme “Professional Diploma in Customs Management for Inspectors” 

under QF at Level 5 (pitched at the same QF level as a local bachelor’s degree). 

 
 
For the Customs Officer Induction Course, it is a 22-week residential course 

with a programme outline similar to that of the Inspector Induction Course.  Main 

focus is put on practical operational procedures and techniques.  Starting from 1 

January 2019, the Customs Officer Induction Course has become an accredited 

programme “Professional Diploma in Customs Operations for Customs Officers” 

under QF at Level 4 (pitched at the same QF level as a local Higher Diploma or an 

Associate Degree). 

Since June 2020, HKCC has collaborated with universities in Hong Kong to offer 

enhanced enforcement training to new trainees of the Induction Courses to cover 

Photo 9: Professional Development Training Block 
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various concept of criminology, 

sociology and psychology and 

provide trainees with articulation 

pathways for degree programmes.   

Apart from providing training 

to the Customs and Excise Service, 

being the RTC, HKCC is also the 

training venue for organizing regional 

training activities in cooperation with the WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Office for 

Capacity Building for the WCO members in the Region.  Moreover, it coordinates 

training programmes for visiting Customs officials from the Mainland or overseas, in 

pursuance of the mutual training assistance agreements. Over the years, training 

courses have been arranged for Customs officials from Macau, Malaysia, Korea, 

Thailand, and the Mainland. 

Officers taking up the training posts are required to attend instructor courses 

and to participate in attachment programmes coordinated by major formations to 

keep abreast of the latest operational skills, knowledge and developments at the 

fields, and to enable the instructors to identify the training needs of the field officers 

for future course planning and design. 

 

Subject Officer 

Ms. TAM Pik-ling  

Senior Staff Officer (Training and Development)  

Office of Training and Development  

Tel. : 2257 8001  

E-mail: pl_tam@customs.gov.hk 

Photo 10: Mock Customs Arrival Hall 

mailto:pl_tam@customs.gov.hk
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Training Centre in 
India 

 
The National Academy of Customs, Indirect Taxes and Narcotics 

(NACIN) 

 
 
Name of the institute: National Academy of Customs, Indirect Taxes and 

Narcotics  

Year of Establishment: 1955 

Location/Address: NACIN Complex, Sector-29, Faridabad, Haryana, India-121008. 

Photo 1: Administrative Block 
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Brief 

The National Academy of Customs, Indirect Taxes and Narcotics (NACIN) is the 

apex institution of the Government of India for capacity building in the field of Indirect 

Taxes (Customs, Goods & Services Tax) and Narcotics matters functioning under 

Central Board of Indirect Taxes and Customs(CBIC), Department of Revenue, Ministry 

of Finance, Government of India. The Academy established in 1955 started 

functioning from New Delhi which was 

shifted to new campus spread over 23-acre 

lush green complex in Faridabad in 1996. 

Faridabad is located in National Capital 

Region and falls in Haryana state. The 

Academy has its Headquarter in Faridabad, 

sixteen Zonal Campuses and two Regional 

Campuses spread all across India, one Centre of Excellence located in New Delhi and 

one Multidisciplinary School of Economic Intelligence in Mumbai. The Academy is 

headed by a Principal Director General and each of the Zonal Campuses and the 

Centre of Excellence are administered by 

officers of the rank of Principal 

Additional Director General/ Additional 

Director General.  The Headquarters of 

NACIN is located at Faridabad, Haryana 

in the National Capital Region. The 

Academy falls under the administrative 

control of the Central Board of Indirect 

Taxes and Customs (CBIC), Department of Revenue, Ministry of Finance, New Delhi. 

 

Photo 3: Reception 

Photo 2: Officers' Mess 
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Main functions/service provided: 

NACIN’s flagship programme is 

training of direct recruit IRS (C&CE) 

officers and Inspectors. NACIN along 

with its Zonal Training Institutes 

conducts professional training 

programme for direct recruit IRS (C&CE) 

officers and Inspectors. Officer-trainees 

are trained in the administration of 

Customs, Central Excise and Goods & Services Tax (GST), Drug Law Enforcement, 

Environment Protection and other allied Acts through a combination of classroom 

sessions and visits to various field formations. The Academy also conducts Mid-Career 

Training Programs for senior officers of the Indian Revenue Service (Customs & 

Central Excise) at critical transition stages of their career progression and In-Service 

Training for all cadres of serving officers. NACIN also has a ‘Centre of Excellence” in 

New Delhi for undertaking research and taking measures to improve CBICs 

functioning and public delivery and to identify future challenges and training gaps. 

NACIN’s Multi-Disciplinary School of Economic Intelligence (MDSEI) is located in 

Mumbai with a mandate to develop capacity in the area of economic intelligence. It 

aims to become a Centre of Excellence in the Asian Region. Further, under National 

Policy on Narcotic Drug and Psychotropic Substances, Government of India has 

designated NACIN as the Nodal Agency for training on Drug Law Enforcement in India. 

NACIN is also entrusted with the responsibilities of knowledge exchange and 

experience sharing with various countries across the globe and it is the apex 

Photo 4: Conference Hall 
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institution to implement the bilateral and multilateral co-operations of Government 

of India in the field of capacity building in the areas of Customs and Narcotics matters. 

The expertise and vast experience of NACIN in the field of training and capacity 

building has been recognized worldwide by various international and multilateral 

agencies such as WCO, UNEP, UNODC, AADB-SASEC etc. NACIN is accredited 

Regional Training Centre of World Customs Organization for Asia Pacific Region since 

2004. 

NACIN also has Memorandum of 

Understanding (MoU) for cooperation in 

the area of capacity building with 

Customs Training Institutes of many 

countries such as Russian Customs 

Academy, Customs Training Institute (CTI) 

Japan, Maldives Customs Service etc.    

Training facilities: 

The academy comprises of an 

Administrative Block having 5 Lecture Halls 

having modern audio-visual equipments and 

teaching aids, Conference Hall, Auditorium, 

open air Theatre, Library with separate WCO 

and UN Sections, Computer Labs, Hostel 

facilities with in-house dining for the trainees, 

a Guest House and the residential facility for 

the staff. The sports facilities comprise of a 

Swimming Pool, Gymnasium, Billiards Room, 

Photo 5: UNODC CBT Lab 
Photo 6: Library WCO Corner

Photo 7: Library UN Corner 
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Squash Court, Basketball and Volleyball Courts, Tennis Lawn, Yoga Room, and open 

lawns for outdoor activities. Many of the Zonal campuses of NACIN also have similar 

facilities to cater to the varied training needs of Government as well as foreign trainees. 

 

 
NACIN also has modern internet based technological facilities such as Wi-Fi, 

Lecture Capture facility, Virtual Classroom etc. which enable teaching and learning 

without the barrier of time and distance. 

 

Photo 8: Lecture Hall Photo 9: Auditorium 

Photo 10: Snooker Court Photo 11: Gymnasium 

Photo 12: Computer Lab Photo 13: Swimming Pool 
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Training capacity: 

As previously indicated that 

NACIN function is to conduct various 

types of trainings such as- training of 

newly recruited IRC(C&CE) Officers, 

trainings of Serving Officers and 

Training of foreign officials under 

bilateral/multilateral cooperation. For, 

this purpose, NACIN has necessary 

infrastructure and has different Cells for conducting and taking care of different 

categories of trainings without affecting each other. Thus, NACIN has capacity to 

simultaneously conduct training for 300 officers under the said different categories 

without affecting each other. 

Accommodation:  

NACIN has residential facility in the campus for the accommodation of 100 

Officer Trainees (newly recruited officers) and a Guest House having 12 Double 

Bedrooms for accommodation of faculties. 

Contacts:  
Ms. Neeta Lall Butalia, Director General, 

Phone Number: +91-129-2504638,  

Email: dg.nacen-cbec@nic.in,  

Website: www.nacin.gov.in  

 
  

Photo 14: Squash Court 

http://www.nacin.gov.in/
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Training Centre in 
Japan 

 
Customs Training Institute (CTI) 

 
 
Overview of the RTC Japan 

In 2004, Japan Customs and the WCO Secretariat signed an MOU to establish 

a WCO Regional Training Center (RTC) for the Asia/Pacific region in the Customs 

Training Institute (CTI) in Kashiwa, Chiba.  Since then, the RTC Japan hosted 36 WCO 

regional workshops.  

The CTI was established as an 

institute attached to the Ministry of Finance 

(MOF) in 1953 and relocated several times 

in Tokyo. In 1989, it was transferred to its 

present location in Kashiwa, Chiba owing to 

Photo 1: Main Gate 

Photo 2: RTC Signboard 
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the locational decentralization of the central government facilities. The CTI is the 

central office of the nationwide Customs training structure and it has branch offices 

at the respective nine Regional Customhouses. 

The CTI in Kashiwa, i.e. the RTC Japan, has the following facilities in its premises 

of 44,412 square meters. 

(i) Twelve lecture rooms (one large room 

for 200 trainees, one medium-sized 

room for 100 trainees, nine small rooms 

for 50 trainees, one tea-ceremony 

room) 

(ii) Ten seminar rooms (two medium-sized 

rooms for 30 trainees, eight small 

rooms for ten trainees) 

(iii) Two computer training rooms 

(iv) Library 

(v) Exhibition hall 

(vi) Auditorium (free lay-out, up to 400 

seats) 

(vii) Office/Control building (offices, 

cafeteria) 

(viii) Gymnasium (for indoor ball games, 

martial arts, etc.) 

(ix) Main dormitory building (181 rooms) * 

(x) Annex dormitory building (80 rooms) * 

Photo 3: Induction Course 

Photo 4: Induction Course 

Photo 5: Induction Course 
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(xi) Other facilities (two tennis courts, a 25-meter-long swimming pool, sports field, 

etc.) 

(*) Dormitories are for domestic training courses only. 

The CTI provides training programs with 

the following perspectives: 

(a) domestic training for Japanese Customs 

officials, and  

(b) international training on Customs matters. 

The training programs 

conducted by the CTI aim at 

nurturing Customs officials’ 

competence to appropriately 

respond to the changing 

environment surrounding Customs 

and carry out their tasks properly 

and promptly, and thus serve to 

improve the quality of Customs 

service and operations.  The CTI 

conducts unified training programs, such as induction training for new recruits, while 

the branch offices conducts more operational and ad hoc training based on the needs 

of the respective regional Customhouses.  In addition, it provides various kinds of 

training programs, which are layered and designed according to the level of the 

personal skills. The classes composing the training programs are provided by the CTI 

lecturers and other experts including university professors.  

Photo 6: Tea Ceremony 

Photo 7: Int'l Technical Cooperation Course 
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All training courses at the 

central and regional offices are 

carried out according to the 

annual training plan, which is 

developed every year before the 

beginning of the training year in 

April taking into consideration of 

the needs survey and evaluation 

of the previous training courses. In 

this regard, the impact of the training courses and its curricula is assessed based on 

the PDCA (Plan-Do-Check-Act) cycle. To provide high-quality training programs, 

trainees evaluate the courses after the completion of certain training courses. Besides, 

to measure how much training outcome are applied to operational works, the CTI 

conducts self-evaluations by trainees and evaluations by superiors of trainees three-

month after some training courses. Its inputs are reflected to the annual training plan 

for the next training year and the program editing. 

As for the international training, in addition to the hosting of the WCO 

workshops, the CTI welcomes the participants to the Japan Customs’ bilateral 

cooperation programs as well as JICA programs, in line with the concept of “Center 

of Excellence” in the A/P region. The CTI also supports the WCO Scholarship Programs 

at the GRIPS and Aoyama Gakuin University. It is worth to mention that, on 7 February 

Photo 8: Int'l Technical Cooperation Course 

Photo 9: WCO Regional WS Photo 10: WCO Regional WS 
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2018, the International Cooperation Division and Trainers of the CTI received the 

National Personnel Agency President Award on their long-time dedication to the 

international cooperation programs and achievement of series of tangible 

accomplishments. This Award is granted to an individual or a group of the public 

servants who contributed to raise the people’s trust. Director of the International 

Cooperation Division had the honor of having an audience with their Majesties the 

Emperor and Empress and received words of encouragement to the CTI’s continued 

commitment to the international human resource development in the Customs 

domain. 

For the details, please refer to the website of the CTI 

(https://www.customs.go.jp/cti/top_eng.html).  If you have any questions, please feel 

free to contact with Ms. UJIKE Takako, Director of the International Cooperation 

Division at cti@mof.go.jp by e-mail or +81-4-7133-9611 by phone.  

 
  

https://www.customs.go.jp/cti/top_eng.html
mailto:cti@mof.go.jp
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Training Centre in 
Korea 

 
 
Name of the institute 

CBCTI (Customs Border Control Training Institute) 

Date/Year established 

Established in June 3rd, 1977 

Moved to the current site in Feb. 2008    

Location 

Chungeol-ro 1687, Byeongchenon-myeon, Dongnam-gu, Cheonan-si, 

Chungcheongnam-do, Korea (31254) 

 

Photo 1: Main Building 
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Brief Introduction 

In 1977, Customs Official Education Center was established to start full-scale 

training for customs experts. In 2006, as an independent agency, the center was turned 

into “Customs Border Control Training Institute” to enhance its status as the most 

powerful customs border management agency and expand the scope of work. The 

institute moved to Cheonan to get to where it is now, that is, a cradle to foster about 

5,000 customs officials to become best professionals. Since CBCTI was designated as 

an Asia/Pacific WCO Regional Training Center in June 2010, the institute has 

contributed to capacity building and networking of Asia-Pacific customs officials by 

sharing advanced customs techniques through annual customs capacity building 

seminars and expert workshops as an international training center for foreign customs 

officials.  

Main functions/services provided 

CBCTI, specialized in HRD, nurtures customs border control personnel who 

safeguard the nation’s economy and people. With its need-based human resource 

development and training 

programs, CBCTI trains 

officials to become highly 

productive and practically 

skilled experts in customs 

administration. The main task 

of the institute is to train 

officials of the Korea Customs 

Service, public officials 

working in fields related to Photo 2: Main Building & Dormitory Bird’s eye view 
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customs administration home and abroad, and private sector players. In addition, the 

institute manages the customs brokers qualifying examination and other examinations 

for customs officials. 

Training Target Training strategy/method 

New Recruits For new hires to strengthen their adaptability and 

competence at work 

Capacity Building To teach major government policies and improve capacity 

required to conduct their duties 

(e.g. Female Capacity Enhancement, Professor Capacity 

Enhancement, Organization Leader Capacity Enhancement, 

Manager Leadership) 

Promotion 

Candidates 

To help candidates adapt to the role change in accordance 

with promotion and strengthen their commitment to the 

organization 

Expertise To build necessary work capacity based on specialties and 
ranks 
(e.g. HS, Trade Business, Import & Export Clearance, 

Legislation, Audit Basic, Tariff Valuation, Origin Verification, 

Investigation in Practice) 

Optional To cultivate specific techniques required to improve 
organizational performance 
(e.g. X-ray Interpretation Expertise, Big Data Analysis 

Specialist, Problem Solving and R&D, Social Value) 

Specialized Practical-oriented programs to train specific skills 
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Training facilities and equipment  

We are well equipped 

with great facilities for trainees. 

Along with its amazing 

environment, the main building 

consists of learning facilities 

and offices, in addition to 

lecture rooms, and rooms for e-

learning and group discussion.  

We also have Customs Field 

Training Complex. It is a place where real working conditions are reproduced so that 

trainees can experience customs work through practical exercises. As a three story 

building, it has spaces to practice import inspection, clearance, and investigation. 

(e.g. Passenger’s Movement Observation, Drug Detection 

Techniques, Drone Basic, Petrochemicals Experts, Analysis 

Experts, Container Inspection Techniques) 

Private Sector To improve customs capacity and compliance of the private 
sector 
(e.g. Tariff Valuation, Customs Drawback, Origin Description 

Inspector, FTA Training Experts, Issuance of KCCI C/O) 

Domestic Customs 

Official 

To nurture certified instructors for international training and 

international experts 

Foreign Customs 

Official 

Capacity enhancement programs for foreign customs 

officials 

Photo 3: Customs Field Training Complex 
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Specific information of training facilities is as follows. 

Main Building 1 Auditorium(220seats)  
1 International Seminar Room 
7 Lecture Rooms 
3 E-learning Rooms 
11 Discussion Rooms 

Customs Field 
Training Complex 

1F Inspection of Cargo to be controlled, HS Classification, 
AV Room, Import Inspection, Express Cargo Inspection, AI 
X-Ray, UNI-PASS 
2F Passenger Baggage Inspection, Passenger Surveillance, 
e-Customs Training Room 
3F Investigation Training, Digital Forensics, Martial Arts 
Training 

 
Training capacity 

1 Auditorium (220 seats)  

1 International Seminar Room (45 

seats) 

7 Lecture Rooms (32 seats per room) 

3 E-learning Rooms (56 seats per 

room) 

11 Discussion Rooms (10 seats per room) 

    

Photo 4: Auditorium 

Photo 5: International Seminar Room Photo 6: E-learning Room 
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Accommodation capacity 

 
There is a dormitory building which has 161 rooms, sports facilities such as a 

fitness center, a table tennis room, a library and a lounge called “Healing Center.”  

Besides, CBCTI has diverse sports grounds and a hiking trail that embraces the 

whole institution, providing venues to enhance physical strength.  

 

Dormitory 

- 161 Rooms  

(Furnished with a bed, TV, desk, closet, bathroom, heating and air 

conditioning system.) 

Amenities  

Cafeteria, Fitness Center, Library, Yoga & Meditation Center, Book 

cafe, Laundry Room, Healing Center, Smart Work Place, Table 

tennis Room, Billiard Room 

Photo 7: Dormitory Room Photo 8: Dormitory Photo 9: Lounge (Healing Center) 

Photo 10: Fitness Center Photo 11: Cafeteria Photo 12: Book Cafe 
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Other information 

CBCTI’s mission is to nurture productive professionals in customs border control. 

To achieve its mission, it has set up the following strategic goals and the slogan that 

goes: Smart Customs, Excellent CBCTI 

In 2010, it was 

designated as a WCO RTC of 

the Asia/Pacific region and 

continues and it has annually 

run various international 

training programs for customs 

officials around the world to 

make best efforts to share 

advanced customs 

administration with 

neighboring countries. 

We has done its best to become a WCO RTC specialized in IT and Single Window 

by sharing its customs administrative information system with other countries. 

CBCTI conducts various training programs for customs officials and the general 

public to achieve the mission of the KCS: “Customs Border Control for Sound Economy 

and Safe Society.” CBCTI carries out training programs for customs officials home and 

abroad, handlers of detector dogs as well as ex/import companies. 

In 2019, the CBCTI planned to establish new training courses such as a practical 

oriented program, a future-oriented training course to embrace the Fourth Industrial 

Revolution, and a customized training course based on the life cycle of the staff. 

Photo 13: View map 
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Furthermore, it will expand the range of information sharing and cooperation with 

foreign customs training organizations to make further contribution to the customs 

administration of the Asia/Pacific region and Africa. 

Contact point 

- cbcti@korea.kr

Hongyoung Jo +82-41-410-8555, bigboy@korea.kr 

Hyekyung Jun +82-41-410-8556, junhk@korea.kr 

Joy Jo +82-41-410-8557, jyj8680@korea.kr 

mailto:cbcti@korea.kr
mailto:bigboy@korea.kr
mailto:junhk@korea.kr
mailto:jyj8680@korea.kr
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Training Centre in 
Malaysia 

 
RTC Malaysia (AKMAL) 

 

Melaka, dubbed "The Historic State", is a state in Malaysia located in the 

southwestern coast of the Malay Peninsula opposite Sumatra. The state of Melaka 

covers an area of 1,664 km. It is situated roughly two-thirds of the way down the west 

coast, 148 km south of Kuala Lumpur and commands a central position on the Straits 

of Melaka. This historical city centre has been listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site 

since 7 July 2008.  

Established in 1956 and located in Melaka, AKMAL is a very important wing of 

the Royal Malaysian Customs Department (RMCD) in providing invaluable training 

and capacity building to the RMCD. In 1957, the Federal Customs Training was 

transformed to become The Federal Customs Training School. It offered the first 

courses; a six-week basic course and a four-week refresher course for the Revenue 

Officers. The trainers were known as Instructors, which comprised of Senior Revenue 
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Officers, Chief Revenue Officers, and Revenue Officers. They employed films, slides 

and discussions as the teaching aids. Following the success of the courses, the 

principal took a step further, by introducing courses for senior officers.  

Since then, the name of the training centre has been changed a few times, in 

line of moving forward to enhance Customs Officers’ knowledge on multilateral trade 

development and globalization, through a structured training program until the year 

1989 it has been established as Royal Malaysians Customs Academy. Top of that, 

increasing demand for AKMAL’s training programs necessitated the establishment of 

five other regional campuses in Sabah, Sarawak, Langkawi Island, Kelantan and Johor. 

AKMAL has been recognised as a Regional Training Centres (RTC) since 10 

March 2004. Being one of the seven recognized World Customs Organization (WCO) 

RTCs in the Asia Pacific region, AKMAL also provides training to international customs 

administrations as part of the commitment as an RTC. Since AKMAL opened the 

training facilities to international customs administrations in 2003, AKMAL has to date, 

trained more than a thousand international participants from all over the world.  

AKMAL’s vision is to be a world-class training centre and developing human 

resource through quality training as a mission. With one main campus and five 

regional campuses throughout the country, AKMAL is more than capable of achieving 

the vision, mission and indirectly contributing to the nation’s revenue through trained 

customs personnel produced by AKMAL. 

Training Structure / Method 

Constant training of employees is a key catalyst in determining the success of 

RMCD. Therefore, AKMAL as the sole training arm for RMCD, continues its long term 

commitment conducting or hosting both the national and international courses. 

AKMAL opens its door to RMCD’s staffs from all level of ranks by offering various 
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national courses that specifically tailored to suit the staffs’ needs. These courses are 

the Transformation Program, Customs Basic, Advance Technical, Compulsory in-

Service and Career Development. On the other hand, due to its commitment as the 

WCO Regional Training Centre in the Asia Pacific, AKMAL also offers the International 

courses to Senior Officers of RMCD, and other Administrative Customs.  

AKMAL employs in-house lecturer as well as outsourcing of lectures from 

headquarters in specified field to bring significant impact for the training. Training in 

AKMAL is not only confined to equip participants with knowledge and skills but also 

involves all aspects namely intellectual, religious, moral and physical of the 

participants. The training program is designed for a long term career goal that helps 

in preparing the officers for their career development. They enhance their knowledge 

and skills and succeed with a planned career path. 

International Recognitions 

AKMAL’s international involvement as the training centre for the World 

Customs Organization (WCO) started in 1997. It was in 14th Mac 1997 when Mr J. W. 

Shaver, the WCO Secretary General paid a visit to accredit AKMAL as The Regional 

Training Centre in the Asia Pacific and made one of the statement. 

“It was with great anticipation that I visited the academy and my expectation 

has been exceeded. You should be very proud of this facility and what it does to 

further cooperation and excellence in the field of Customs and International Trade.”  

In conjunction of that visit, a new block of building was officiated on 5th June 

1997 by Dato’ Ahmad Padzli bin Mohyddin, the Director-General of The Royal 

Malaysian Customs. The new building was known as AKMAL International Centre (AIC) 

or ABID 6, comprised of a hostel which can accommodate 65 persons at one time, 

lecture rooms, computer laboratory, dining hall and office for External Studies 
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Department. Since then, AKMAL has been actively organized a wide range of 

international courses for more than 135 countries in Asia Continent specifically in 

ASEAN, West Asia, Central Asia, Africa and South America. 

Following AKMAL’s accreditation as one of the WCO-RTCs, it has conducted 

various RTC courses or seminar which is funded by the WCO-ROCB / CCF-Japan and 

others. Besides being one of the seven WCO Regional Training Centres for the Asia-

Pacific region, AKMAL has also been appointed as the coordinator for training and 

human resource development under the ASEAN Customs Strategic Plan for Customs 

Development (SPCD). Also, AKMAL is one of the coordinators for the WCO CLiKC and 

preferred training venues by other international organizations such as the 

Organization of Islamic Conference (OIC), the Commonwealth and the Organization 

for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW). As the list continues, AKMAL also 

is well known for its Malaysian Technical Cooperation Program (MTCP) for 

international customs communities. It is a collaboration programme with the Ministry 

of Foreign Affairs since 2003. Since then, AKMAL has conducted 60 courses with 1,252 

participants from 91 countries all over the world. 
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Facilities in AKMAL 
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Contact Point 

I. EMIFAKINAH BINTI MOHAMED EUSOFF (Ms) 

Senior Assistant Director of Customs II 

Head of International Cooperation Programme 

Department of External Studies 

AKMAL 

Tel:  +606 233 1119 (O) +6016 490 0149 (HP) Email: fakinah.eusoff@customs.gov.my   

II. AHMAD ZULKIFLI BIN MOHAMMAD (Mr) 

Assistant Director of Customs 

International Cooperation Programme 

Department of External Studies 

AKMAL 

Tel: +606 233 1118 (O) +6012 602 6549 (HP) Email: 

ahmadzul.mohd@customs.gov.my   

III. ZATULBARAKAH BINTI ABIDIDDAR (Ms) 

Assistant Director of Customs 

International Cooperation Programme 

Department of External Studies 

AKMAL 

Tel: +606 233 1110 (O) +6019 234 5788 (HP) Email: 

zatulbarakah.ab@customs.gov.my  

mailto:fakinah.eusoff@customs.gov.my
mailto:ahmadzul.mohd@customs.gov.my
mailto:zatulbarakah.ab@customs.gov.my
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Customs Laboratory 
in Japan 

 
Central Customs Laboratory in Japan (RCL Japan) 

 
 

In 1963, the Central Customs Laboratory (CCL), Ministry of Finance (MOF) of 

Japan, was established under the concept of centralizing regional Customs 

Laboratories (*1) in MOF building in 

Tokyo as a subordinate organization 

of MOF. After twice relocation, the 

CCL is independent laboratory 

located in Kashiwa city in Chiba 

prefecture (*2) at present. The CCL 

building is three-story building 

which is divided into two floors, 

Photo 1: CCL in Japan 

Photo 2: DNA sequencer & SEM 
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“Administration office building” 

and “Laboratory building”, for 

the purpose of security control. 

The administration office 

building includes office room, 

meeting room, conference 

room, library, cafeteria, and 

prayer room. The laboratory 

building of the CCL has various 

types of analytical instruments 

from basic instruments such as FT-IR, GC-MS, HPLC, etc. to specific state-of-the-art 

instruments such as DNA sequencer, SEM, IR-MS, etc. The CCL has been providing 

training programs as well as conducting the various kinds of analysis for Customs 

purposes by utilizing these facilities. 

The CCL plays three main roles: (i) to provide chemical analysis services 

requiring advanced technology on the request of regional Customs, the Customs and 

Tariff Bureau and the WCO, (ii) to conduct Research & Development on Customs 

analysis including standardization of Customs analysis methods as well as technical 

guidance to regional Customs laboratories and (iii) to conduct Research & 

Development and technical guidance on Non-Intrusive Inspection equipment. 

Furthermore, the CCL has engaged in the capacity building activities such as assisting 

foreign Customs administrations in establishing their own laboratory and enhancing 

their chemical analysis technics. 

Photo 3: Facilities of CCL building 
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In June 2014, by virtue of the Memorandum of Cooperation for the 

establishment of WCO Regional Customs Laboratory (RCL) for the Asia Pacific (A/P) 

region signed by the WCO and Japan Customs, the CCL was designated as the world’s 

first WCO RCL.  As the RCL A/P, the CCL has strengthened capacity building activities 

for Customs Laboratories of the members in the A/P region. RCL’s main activities 

consist of two pillars, namely (i) Capacity building and (ii) Information sharing, of 

chemical analysis for Customs purpose as well as in respect of other related scientific 

matters.  

(i) Capacity building 

As one of main capacity building activity, the CCL conducts the training 

programme called the “Attachment training” under the "WCO Regional Customs 

Laboratory Professionals Programme in Japan", which is to provide selected 

candidates with an opportunity to 

obtain and update their knowledge 

and skills in chemical analysis of 

specific samples for HS 

classification purposes and to 

improve their knowledge about HS 

classification. The duration of the 

Photo 4: Receiving the flag of WCO Photo 5: WCO RCL 

Photo 6: Attachment training (On-site visit to regional Customs) 
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attachment training at the CCL is six weeks 

after one-week training in the WCO 

headquarters. The trainees stay at the 

hotel nearby the CCL during the duration 

of the attachment training. Under the 

program, the CCL accept about 6 trainees 

from foreign Customs administrations in 

regional as well as non-regional members, 

and 39 chemists have already attended the 

attachment training at the CCL since 

October 2013 (as of June 2020). The 

programme of the attachment training 

includes practical analysis training of their 

individual themes according to their 

interest supported by the tailor-made 

program which had jointly been organized by trainees and includes on-site visit to 

reginal Customs and result presentation. 

(ii) Information sharing  

Under the RCL’s initiative, to serve 

as a reference for good practices on 

chemical analysis for Customs purpose, 

the CCL has provided information on 

Customs analysis methods on our homepage at 

https://www.customs.go.jp/ccl_search/e_analysis_index.htm. These methods are 

applied by the Japan Customs as the standard analysis methods to contribute to the 

implementation of a unified analysis in Customs. 

Photo 7: Attachment training in CCL 

Photo 8: Attachment training (Final presentation) 

Photo 9: Attachment training (Group photo) 
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The CCL, as the RCL A/P, will elevate its 

cooperative relationship with the respective 

Customs administrations in the A/P region and 

contribute to further strengthening the 

network to enhance the technical competences 

in Customs chemical analysis to overcome 

series of challenges together.  

For more information on the CCL in 

Japan as RCL A/P, please visit our homepage at 

https://www.customs.go.jp/ccl/e_index.htm  or 

please contact the following contact  

point.  

Contact point:   

Central Customs Laboratory, Japan 

Co-ordination of International Affairs Section 

Tel: +81-4-7135-0161 

E-mail: cclmaile@mof.go.jp  

(1*) The total number of regional Customs Laboratories is 9. (Tokyo, Yokohama, Kobe, Osaka, 

Nagoya, Moji, Nagasaki, Hakodate, and Okinawa) 

(2*) Address of the CCL in Japan: 6-3-5, Kashiwanoha, Kashiwa-shi, Chiba, 277- 0882, Japan 

 

  

Photo 10: Customs Analysis Methods 
Information 

https://www.customs.go.jp/ccl/e_index.htm
https://www.customs.go.jp/ccl/e_index.htm
mailto:cclmaile@mof.go.jp
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional Customs Laboratory 
in Korea 

 
Korea Central Customs Laboratory (KCCL) 

 
 

Korea Central Customs Laboratory (KCCL) established in 1961 as Appraisal & 

Analysis office under the Ministry of Finance. The laboratory has implemented various 

tasks such as scientific and technical assistance, tariff classification, and analysis of 

importing and exporting goods over 60 years. KCCL is currently located in 408, 

Dongjin-ro, Jinju-si, Gyeongsangnam-do.  

Analytical assistance includes a scientific and rigorous analysis of names of 

goods, standards, components, usage, and county of origin for fair taxation and 

proper Customs management. Additionally, a broad range of analyses is performed 

Photo 1: Korea Central Customs Laboratory 
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on commodities to determine whether the merchandise meets the requirements in 

compliance with Customs laws & regulations and the Harmonized System (HS).  

The laboratory supports the analysis and screening on a requested item before 

import & export declaration for faster and more precise clearance. This process also 

enables Customs to forecast the potential volume of trade. The KCCL strives to 

promote the uniformity of analysis work by providing technical information on 

purchasing analytical equipment, new analytical methods, and a professional training 

program. 

KCCL has participated in 

international conferences such as 

HSC (Harmonized System 

Committee), RSC (HS Review Sub 

Committee), and SSC (Scientific 

Sub-Committee) hosted by the 

World Customs Organization 

(WCO). In particular, KCCL held 

‘WCO Asia/Pacific Regional 

Workshop’ for showing our capacities in April 2018 along with the support of 

Information Management and International Affairs Bureau in Korea Customs Service. 

Photo 2: Analysis room for LC-QTOF Photo 3: Auditorium 

Photo 4: Analysis Room for GCMS 
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WCO and Korea Customs Service (KCS) have reached a Memorandum of 

Understandings (MOU) on the establishment of a World Customs Organization 

Regional Customs Laboratory for the Asia/Pacific Region at the WCO Council in June 

2018. Korea RCL was finally newly opened in August 2018 in Jinju-si, 

Gyeongsangnam-do. 

Three key factors are considered 

as the driving force for raising the global 

standing as the WCO RCL in the 

Asia/Pacific region. First of all, ‘WCO 

Regional Customs Laboratory 

Professional Programme’ was launched 

to provide opportunities to gain 

knowledge and skills for chemists of 

developing countries. Moreover, this program includes lectures for practicing the 

chemical analysis for Harmonized System (HS) classification.   

Second, the KCCL offers consulting services on the establishment and 

operation of the laboratory. In this light, KCCL has delivered the best practices of our 

system to WCO’s members in developing countries who want to learn more 

knowledge and skills. Moreover, there is a tour program which introduces our high-

tech equipment and facilities to trainees.  

The third is information exchange. 

The KCCL has cooperated with other RCLs 

to exchange information. As a part of 

information exchange, we have actively 

involved in international conferences like 

Hands-on Science Conference. Besides, 

Photo 5: Analysis Room for XRD and XRF 

Photo 6: RCL room 
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the English version of the website was opened in May 2019. Therefore, KCCL plays a 

central role in delivering capacity building as WCO A/P RCL. The Korea RCL sincerely 

asks for your affection and attention to our further activities. 

There are 52 kinds of equipment such as UPLC-MS/MS (Ultra-Performance 

Liquid Chromatography Quadrupole Mass Spectrometry), GC/MS (Gas 

Chromatography Mass Spectrometry), and XRD (X-Ray Diffractometer) in the 

laboratory. The new equipment is regularly 

purchased for more accurate analysis. The 

laboratory can accommodate maximum of 

eight trainees. There are two auditoriums 

equipped with a beam projector and one 

lecture room equipped with computers and an 

electronic blackboard which trainees can 

use freely. Also, trainees can take a break 

time at the lounge with a coffee machine 

and comfortable chairs. Trainees also can 

use a prayer room if they want.  

 
 

Photo 7: Lounge 

Photo 8: Prayer's room 

Photo 9: Reference room Photo 10: Fitness room 
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If you have any questions about our services, please feel free to contact us by 

e-mail and phone. The phone number is +82 055) 792-7351 and the e-mail address 

is kcsccl@korea.kr  We opened the new website for foreigners in 2019. You can 

explore a lot of useful information including research papers, consulting service, and 

tour program. Please visit our website if you are interested in.    

 
 
  

mailto:kcsccl@korea.kr
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WCO Asia/Pacific Regional 
Dog Training Centre in China 

Introduction of the WCO RDTC in China 

On June 30, 2012, China Customs and the WCO signed in Brussels a 

memorandum of establishing a WCO Asia and Pacific Regional Dogs Training Centers 

(RDTC) in China. In June 2013, the Beijing Canine Center and the Ruili Canine Center 

of China Customs were accredited by WCO as the WCO A/P RDTC, tasked with 

training dogs and dog handlers for WCO members.  
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1. The Beijing Canine Center  

 
 

Established in 1991, the Beijing Canine Center is situated in the logistic park 

north the Beijing Capital International Airport. The center now is a integrated base for 

dogs training, breeding, vaccination and research. 

The Beijing Canine Center owns breeding facility, baby dogs training facility, 

dogs’ hospital, teaching building, 

trainees’ dormitory, and dining 

halls. There are 7 dog trainers and 

10 technicians training dogs 

detecting narcotics, wildlife, 

explosives, tobacco, and currencies 

in Beijing Canine Center. The 

Center owns around 120 detection 

and stud dogs. 
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As the breeding center of China-

Australian Customs Canine 

Cooperation Program, the center has 

bred 110 Labrador dogs and trained 

over 70 drug detection dogs. Under the 

framework of WCO, the Center has 

provided 5 training programs for Hong 

Kong customs and has jointly held a training program on currency detection with New 

Zealand Customs. The Beijing Center has sent trainers to the US, Australia, Japan and 

Germany to promote exchange and communication, and also has received experts 

from Russia, Australia, New Zealand, Bulgaria and other members.  
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2. The Ruili Canine Center  

 
 

 
Founded in 1991, the Ruili Canine center has 7 dog trainers, and owns teaching 

building, training building, stim warehouse, dog disease treatment center, laboratory, 

breeding building, and trainee’s accommodation facilities. There are five kinds of 

working dogs there: drug detector dogs, cigarette detector dogs, firearms and 

explosives detector dogs, anti-terrorism dogs and wildlife detector dogs. The center 

also carried out the breeding programs of Labrador, Golden Retriever, German 

shepherd, Malinois, Springer, Rottweiler, Kunming dog and Hungarian Hound. The 

dog disease treatment center with professional vets is equipped with advanced dog 

CT machine, digital X-ray machine, color B-ultrasonic device, blood biochemical 

analyzer, etc. 
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Ruili center has sent officers to attend the 1st and 3rd global forum on working 

dogs which been held in Brussels, Belgium in 2011 and Buenos Aires, Argentina in 

2015. As the WCO RDTC, Ruili center held the 2015 Training Course on Canine for 

Customs Officials from GMS Countries, 2017 Workshop on Canine Training for African 

Customs 

Authorities and 

2018 Drug 

Detector Dogs 

and Handlers 

Training Course 

for Vietnam 

Customs. In 

recent years, 

Ruili center have 

trained above 

60 handlers, 

supervisors, 

assistant 

instructors for Hong Kong, Laos, Myanmar, Uganda, Ethiopia, Ghana, Nigeria, Sierra 

Leone, and Zambia. 

Contact point 

Mr. Yutian LEI, General Administration of China Customs, Ruili, email: 
leiyutian@customs.gov.cn  
Tel. : +86 10 65194804  
Fax : +86 10 65123851  
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